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Finisar – leader in optical networking subsystems and test systems

1) Remove tags and 
save for re-attaching

F1
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F2

2) Align front panel with holes in PCB

F3

3) Turn over and add screws 
6-32 x 0.25” pan, blk
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F4

4) Screw on three standoffs
4-40 x 0.375” pan, zinc

1) Remove tags and 
save for re-attaching

F1 F2

2) Align front panel with holes in PCB

F3

3) Turn over and add screws 
6-32 x 0.25” pan, blk

F4

4) Screw on three standoffs
4-40 x 0.375” pan, zinc
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1) Move connectors 
and modules onto 

ODB

F5

2) Lift out of box

F6
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F7

3) Remove tape

1) Move connectors 
and modules onto 

ODB

F5

2) Lift out of box

F6

F7

3) Remove tape
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2) Insert module in 
correct place on PCB

1) Remove plug 
from ROSAs

F11

High temperature tape

F12

3) Tape modules 
to PCB at pin end
3) Tape modules 
to PCB at pin end
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Tangled

F13

Untangled

F14

4) Untangle fibers 
as you connect them

2) Insert module in 
correct place on PCB

1) Remove plug 
from ROSAs

F11

High temperature tape

F12

3) Tape modules to 
PCB at pin end

3) Tape modules to 
PCB at pin end

Tangled

F13

Untangled

F14

4) Untangle fibers as 
you connect them
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1) Install on 
correct module

2) Remove cover from 
each fiber connector 
just before cleaning 

and installing

F15

4) Place fiber end 
straight down at 

top of cleaning slot

5) Press lightly and 
twist back and 

forth with fingers

6) Press lightly 
and drag fiber 
to bottom of 
cleaning slot8) Repeat steps 

2-4 in other 
cleaning slot

3) Open cover

7) Clean each 
fiber end just 

before installing

F16
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9) Tilt ODB

This side up

Standoff

Standoff

10) Install blue 
connectors to 
RX modules

F17

1) Install on 
correct module

2) Remove cover from 
each fiber connector 
just before cleaning 

and installing

F15

9) Tilt ODB

This side up

Standoff

Standoff

10) Install blue 
connectors to 
RX modules

F17

4) Place fiber end 
straight down at 

top of cleaning slot

5) Press lightly and 
twist back and 

forth with fingers

6) Press lightly 
and drag fiber 
to bottom of 
cleaning slot8) Repeat steps 

2-4 in other 
cleaning slot

3) Open cover

7) Clean each 
fiber end just 

before installing

F16
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1) Place ODB 
on standoffs

F22

F23

This loop is not acceptable. 
It will interfere with card guide.

2) Inspect space 
between ODB and 
PCB for kinks and 

outside loops
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Loops must stay inside 
area of dotted lines

This loop is 
acceptable 

Diameter of 
loop is > 2”

Loops must stay inside 
area of dotted lines

F23

This loop is not acceptable. 
It will interfere with card guide.

This loop is 
acceptable 

Diameter of 
loop is > 2”

2) Inspect space 
between ODB and 
PCB for kinks and 

outside loops
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3) Check for fibers 
pinched on standoff ends

F24

Move these fibers

1) Place ODB 
on standoffs

F22

3) Check for fibers 
pinched on standoff ends

F24

Loops must stay inside 
area of dotted lines

F23

Move these fibers

This loop is not acceptable. 
It will interfere with card guide.

This loop is 
acceptable 

Diameter of 
loop is > 2”

2) Inspect space 
between ODB and 
PCB for kinks and 

outside loops
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1) Double-click

2) Double-click

See   uick
™

How to add a printer to your list

1) Double-click

2) Double-click

3) Double-click

See   uick
™

How to add a printer to your list
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How to add a printer to your list

1) Double-click

2) Double-click

4) Double-click

3) Double-click

Hayward

Sunnyvale, 1308

Sunnyvale, 1399

7) Click and the system 
automatically installs 
the printer on your 
computer. You are 
now ready to print.

6) Right-click on the 
printer you choose.

5) Double-click on the 
server for your location.  
Most printers have 
labels showing printer 
and server names.

See   uick
™

Fire Extinguishers
Check every six months

Shop
Victorian

Office

Party 
Barn

Hay
Tools

Tack Rm

On table

In laundry 
closet

On bench

On wall

Next 
to frig

Arena

See   uick
™
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Triage:
Life-threatening 

condition?

Life-saving 
treatment 
or meds 

YES

NO

YES

NO

Chemical Decontamination
In a Hospital Setting

Decon
required?

Hospital and Healthcare System Disaster Interest Group
California Emergency Medical Services Authority

RIP 
?

Triage:
Life-threatening 

condition?

Life-saving 
treatment 
or meds 

? ?

Decon
required?

See   uick
™

YES

NO

YES

NO

Chemical Decontamination
In a Hospital Setting
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Defensive strategy
Low-pressure leak (outside engine room)

Ventilation fans off 
until downwind is safe

Shut doors, 
contain release

Close 
king valve

Compressor on to 
pump down system

Use control valves 
to isolate leak

Offensive strategy
Start ventilation, enter release area

PLAN

Enter, for good reason, with:
Incident action plan
Safety plan

Start ventilation 
with downwind plan

Enter if PPE gear 
and training permit

Positive pressure 
ventilation
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Rescue Live Victims

Snatch 
and run?

Personal protection 
equipment: 

mask and gloves

Exit to back and 
within sight

Communications Can you see victim? 
Is victim alive?

Tag line 
on rescuer

Hi!
May I help you 
find something?

It’s over here What is 
the problem 

you are trying 
to solve?

?

How to Talk with a Customer

Greet customer Ask an open-ended question

Offer to take customer 
to product location

If customer isn’t sure, 
ask questions
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Are you familiar 
with this product?

Features 
Functions 
Benefits

?! ?! !

LABL
?
?

?

Listen carefully Offer to explain the product

Often, reading 
the label together 

answers the questions

If you can’t answer them, 
call someone who can

Do you also need these 
for your project?

Thanks 
for coming!

Point out related items

End with a verbal close
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The Physiological Principle 
Behind SeeQuick™

SeeQuick is a trademark of Chappell Enterprises Corp (CE).

3) Elsewhere, we are 
only aware of 
larger features 

and motion 

1) We interpret 
detail in this area

2) We are aware 
of detail 

in this area

How we look at scenes

See Processes In Biological Vision, by James T. Fulton
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Connecting words 
with objects and actions

6) Release lever

1) Words should be 
as close as possible 

to the object or action 
they describe

2) The detail awareness 
areas should overlap
as much as possible

6) Release lever 5) By then, he starts 
to forget the words  

3) When the words 
are outside the 

awareness area…  4) …the reader 
must find the object.  
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3) Press lightly and 
twist back and forth 

with fingers

4) Press lightly and drag fiber 
to bottom of cleaning slot

5) Repeat steps 2-4 in 
other cleaning slot

1) Open cover

6) Release lever

2) Place fiber end 
straight down at 

top of cleaning slot

Distant words make comprehension difficult

Close words make comprehension easier

3) Press lightly and 
twist back and forth 

with fingers

4) Press lightly 
and drag fiber 
to bottom of 
cleaning slot5) Repeat steps 

2-4 in other 
cleaning slot

1) Open cover

6) Release lever

2) Place fiber end 
straight down at 

top of cleaning slot

See   uick
™
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SeeQuick™ uses 1/2 the words
Place OptoClean in left hand, label 
facing operator (see figure).  Open cover 
by placing thumb on lever and pushing 
away from operator.  Grasp fiber 
connector with right hand and place fiber

While continuing to hold connector, press 
lightly while dragging fiber to bottom of 
cleaning slot.  Still holding cover open, 
place connector at top of other slot and 
repeat process.  Release lever. 

end straight down at top 
of cleaning slot. Press 
connector lightly and 
twist back and forth with 
fingers. 

80 words 
vs. 

44 words for 
SeeQuick 
bubbles

Applications and 
Benefits of 

Pictured Instructions
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Transferring knowledge and procedures 
to contract manufacturers 

or off-shore sites

See

Applications and benefits

Rapidly implementing 
engineering changes

ECO

Maintaining and 
repairing equipment

Reducing rework 

Applications and benefits

Reducing field returns

Returns

Reducing engineering time 
spent on documentation

Communicating effectively with employees 
not proficient in English

Sí

Ouí
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See

Do this

Blah
Blah

Blah
Blah

Not this

Reducing process drift

How to Create 
Good 

Pictured Instructions
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Use Widely Available Software

Photo
ShopWord

Poof
Word
150.0

Word
35.0

Word
8.0

Word
7.0

Cuss
them

Word.doc

Avoid specialized 
or custom software

Plan for 
periodic upgrades

Experienced MS Word 
user needed

Use the right digital camera

Macro setting 
for close ups

Largest screen 
you can find

2.5''

Brightest screen 
you can find 3 Mpixels

is fine
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Make sure pictures communicate

??
?

1 2 3 4 5

1
4

32 5

Amateur

A good amateur 
photographer…

… can tell a story step-by-step 
using pictures

An inexperienced 
photographer…

… takes too many pictures of 
some steps, but leaves out others

Compose picture carefully
Always show process 

from the operator’s viewpoint

Shoot over the 
operator’s shoulder

Avoid distracting 
backgrounds

Avoid glare 
from lights
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Use simple English
that translates well into Asian languages

Easily 
translatedUp

In the 
vertical 

direction

Vague English, 
when translated…

…can cause 
expensive delays

Place instruction bubbles carefully

Covering 
certain areas can 

confuse the reader

Place bubble 
close to area 
it describes

You can cover 
some areas with 
no loss of clarity
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Process experts 
are rarely skilled teachers

Xpert

??
?

Experts tend to skip key steps

Don’t ask process experts
to write instructions 

for their own processes

The best way to create instructions

Xpert

Xp

Demonstrate 
process… …to person 

skilled at creating 
pictured instructions

Graphs, 
drawings, 

etc

photos 

wordsWriter creates 
instruction

Process expert 
corrects draft
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Validate instruction
A good instruction should be easy to understand

Don’t explain 
or demonstrate

See

Give to skilled person 
not trained in that task

Watch to see if trainee is confused

Benefits all around
Each person works through own strengths

☺

Xpert

Writer

Leads to

When people have a 
positive experience…

…the task is more likely 
to get done on time
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Lower Costs
An experienced writer can work much faster 

than a process owner alone

Xpert Xp

+ <
Expert’s time 
to demonstrate

Writer’s time 
to create

Expert’s time 
to create

A Technique 
for Reducing 

Development Time
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Include a writer 
on your development team

Xperts
See

Rev

1
Rev

2
Rev

3
Rev

…

Create a working draft 
early in the project

It will go through 
many revisions

Each revision greatly aids 
communication

This reduces 
time to market

Market

A Problem 
= 

An Opportunity
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Customers don’t get it!

Consumer electronics: 
half of new products returned to retailers…

The customers just 
couldn’t figure them out

Returns

…worked fine

1/2 OK

Returns
?? ??

Source:  IEEE Spectrum, 4-06, p. 12

Question:  How would users rate 
our company’s documentation?

Very 
useful

Confusing ? ?
?

Do
4 us

Equipment operators

SubcontractorsCustomers

Software operators
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Most companies have no method
for measuring the effectiveness 

of their own documentation

By contrast, CE validates every SeeQuick™ document

CE can also conduct 
user surveys…

…and identify 
cost-saving opportunities

Challenges 
when introducing 

pictured instructions
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People have different learning styles

Hands-on people:
skilled with hands

Word people:
skilled with words

Most often found in:
Manufacturing
Engineering
Maintenance
Customer Service

Most often found in:
Sales
Management
Training
Publications

People have different learning styles

Hands-on people
immediately 

see the benefits

Ours 
Ours 
Ours

See =
Word people say, 

“Those are nice pictures. 
We already use something 

quite similar.”

See“ ”

Our challenge is to help 
word people…

…understand the needs 
of hands-on people
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“We already use 
the best methods available”

Documentation 
stays on a shelf

People assume that 
the best way to train 

is orally

However, trainees can use 
SeeQuick™ documents 
without oral explanation

Most trainers 
find that 

hard to believe

Change is difficult - but necessary

….to the 
next level”

Refer to SeeQuick™as 
“taking documentation…

Change 
Mtn

Show the value 
of changing

See
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Some benefits of change

Frees instructors 
from routine tasks..

Gives writers 
a new tool…

2+2Training

Publications

…to concentrate on 
individual needs

See   uick
™

…to communicate with 
hands-on people

See

Selling 
Pictured Instructions 

to Management
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Understand managers’ priorities

1st National

Us

Them

Increasing market share

Reducing costsIncreasing revenue

Managing risk

VPs

CEO and senior staff

See Knock Your Socks Off Prospecting, Miller & Zemke

Customers prefer products
that have user-friendly documentation

Easy

Blah 
Blah Blah
Blah Blah Blah

EZ

Hard

? ?
?

Question:  How much market share would we gain 
by offering products that have user-friendly documentation?
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Field service and returns cost $$$

Question:  How much would we save 
by reducing field service and returns e.g. by 20%?

Returns

Home

Travel

Communication involves risk

2) Insert module in 
correct place on PCB

1) Remove plug 
from ROSAs

F11 F11
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 
Blah Blah 

SeeQuick™ uses 
1/2 the words…

…of traditional 
documentation methods

SeeQuick™ could reduce 
by half the risk of error 
throughout the company

Question:  What are the biggest risks 
resulting from faulty communications?

Errors
Errors
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Trying pictured instructions 
involves little risk

Blah
Blah Blah
Blah Blah

Blah Blah Blah

$

See

BOSS
See

Cost to create is comparable 
to traditional methods

Can test without incurring 
a major expense 

Question:  What document can we try 
that we need to write or revise anyway?

Pictured Instructions 
Pay for Themselves
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Pictured instructions 
pay for themselves, 

when they:

close 1 sale

1st National

get a product to market 
1 week sooner

See

Market

prevent 1 machine failure

1
WK

Pictured instructions 
pay for themselves, 

when they:
1st National

increase market 
share by 1%

Us

+1% Quality

solve 1 
quality problem

Yes

prevent 1 
bad translation
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Pictured instructions 
pay for themselves, 

when they:
1st National

Returns

prevent 1 
field return

prevent 1 
service call

-1%

reduce rework 
rate by 1%

Ways to use SeeQuick™

UsCE See

CE creates all documents

Us

Us

Certified
Us

CE trains staff and reviews each document

CE trains and certifies staff; periodic re-certification

Option 

Option 

Option 

CE
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Thank you to:

Finisar Corp.
assembly and software instructions

Ammonia Safety Training Institute
safety cartoons

Orchard Supply Hardware
training cartoons

Processes in Biological Vision
James T. Fulton

Knock Your Socks Off Prospecting
Miller & Zemke, Ch 9&10


